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Your show is ready for a Budgetologist! 
 Phylecia is not another boring money expert that 

will have your audience hitting next on their playlist!

Guest name: 
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Social Media Links: 
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grlondnet

keepupwithmrsjones.com
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During a 5-year span of getting rid of $25,000+ in debt, managing to increase a net 
worth to over $500,000, and quitting a 6-figure salaried job to start a business, Phylecia 
Jones realized that that millionaire status does not happen overnight! 

After a lot of grunt work and “let’s get real with my money moments,” Phylecia 
successfully figured out the best ways to navigate that thin line of personal and business 
finances while putting her heart and soul into being an entrepreneur. 

As the Founder of Budget School and Host of the weekly Budget School Podcast, 
Phylecia is quickly becoming the savvy go-to budgeting nerd, speaker, and trainer. She 
thrives on changing the world one budget at-a-time and is opening the door for many 
coaches, consultants and solopreneurs to have that must needed wake-up call to get 
serious about managing money and knowing their numbers. 

The Budget School Podcast 
http://www.budgetschool.co/podcast 

The Budget School Program 
http://www.budgetschool.co 
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She is thorough with her 
information, but also connects 
with the audience quickly and able 
to hold their attention by making 
them laugh and really think! 

Carey Conley, Co-Founder, 
Infinite Nation 

Phylecia’s passion comes through
as she uniquely stirs an audience 
to greater engagement. 

Dru Shockley, Organizer & 
Founder, Boost Denver 

She has an amazing ability to 
weave stories into her talks to 
demonstrate her learning points. 

Nancy Gaines, CEO & Founder,
Gain Advantages, Inc. 

Phylecia has a special charm in 
the way she speaks. She is able to 
engage the audience while staying 
light and comfortable. 

Blake Alexander, Director of 
Operations, KA Inc 
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Phylecia Jones

Phylecia's Favorite Business and Money Topics
Budgeting and how to get started for solopreneurs
Building authority by speaking... on a $0 budget
How to pivot when working a lackluster coaching business
Feeding a budget (making money) by creating opportunity days
How to manage money and give yourself a salary

Phylecia's Favorite Personal Topics
Quitting a 9-to-5 to start a business
DINK life and having adult allowance for personal finances
Camping, catamaran sailing, and traveling the world for fun
Living a healthy life for happiness, better sleep, and less stress
How a health challenge changed my life and business

Possible Questions: 
Phylecia is an experienced speaker, podcaster, and
conversationalist... so ask anything!

Why is talking about money so hard for solopreneurs? 
How can listeners create a simple and easy way to manage money?
After working for the Navy as a computer scientist, why did you give 
a consistent paycheck to start a business?
What are the top five signs that we may be sucking at budgeting?
How have you leveraged speaking to build authority and become an 
expert in your industry? And why is speaking so powerful?
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